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030
Decatur Citizens

To everyone who participated in the
Roundtables, meetings, and online
engagement: Thank you!
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3 PLA

Decatur Strategic Plan
Comprehensive Plan, LCI Update
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3 Plans, 1 Process
Meeting Each Plans’ Requirements
Decatur has three citywide plans: the Strategic
Plan, the Comprehensive Plan, and the Livable
Centers Initiative (LCI). Each of these plans is
due for an update.
Rather than run three separate processes and
develop three separate plans, the City embarked
upon one streamlined process—Destination
2030—to create a single planning document
that meets the objectives of all three plans.
The Destination 2030 public engagement
process exceeded the requirements of all three
plans. Here are some innovative ways the
requirements were met:
»

The Engagement Squad and City staff
team fulfilled the need for a traditional
“Steering Committee” for all plans, and
Mayor Patti Garrett served as the elected
official. Angela Threadgill fulfilled the
role of a representative of the Economic
Development community.

»

The citizen-led Roundtables identified the
Needs and Opportunities through group
conversations with 800 participants. Citizen
facilitators led each roundtable group.

»

Opening Night, four virtual Decatur
202s, and final Pop-up Event fulfilled the
requirements for a series of public hearings
to gather input.
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Required
Element

Comprehensive
Plan

LCI Update

Strategic Plan

Public Hearing 1

Opening Night | January 23, 2020

Public Hearing 2

Virtual Decatur 202s | four dates November 2020 - February 2021

Public Hearing 3

Pop-up Event | June 26, 2021

Steering Committee

Must include an
elected official

Public Engagement
Visioning & Goals
Needs & Opportunities

Identified through a
SWOT Analysis

Market Study
Future Land Use
Transportation
Housing
Broadband
Concept Plans for
small areas
Work Program /
Action Plan

Can include

Can include

Capital Improvements
Program

Detailed strategy for
implementation

Notify Interested Parties
ARC Review
Georgia DCA Review

LCI plan referenced
in Comp Plan

City Adoption
5-year update
10-year update
Budget
Review Regional Water Plan
Required by plan

Fulfilled through innovative
effort in this process

Not required by plan
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1
Making space for
Decatur’s expected
growth and community
desires while managing
expectations.
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Looking at what has
changed since the last
plan in 2010, and how
that affect this plan.

Setting up the
framework to look to
the future.
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CHAPTER 1
Discovery

Purpose & Context
Decatur Today:
Equity & Racial Justice

Affordable Housing

Climate Action

Mobility

Civic Trust

Economic Growth
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Purpose & Context

Decatur where it’s greater
Context
Decatur’s city limits include 4.7 square miles, more than
25,000 residents as of the 2020 Census, and more than 17,000
employees. While this is only a fraction of the metro region,
and while many local concerns (such as the climate crisis and
racism) go far beyond our borders, this plan seeks to address
broader issues in the context of Decatur’s limited resources and
influence. For the purpose of this plan, the study area is the
entire city limits.
Downtown, Oakhurst, and other major commercial nodes
within Decatur are surrounded by primarily residential
neighborhoods. A diverse mix of institutions, businesses, and
housing provides the walkable feel that has made Decatur an
urban success story within a sprawling, car-dominated region.
New nodes, including development around the Avondale
MARTA station, are also beginning to emerge, even as growth
continues in other areas, especially downtown.
Development patterns are typical of many historic cities and
offer the timeless benefits of traditional planning. These make
Decatur a place where daily needs can be met within the city
limits, where young people can walk or bike to school (and
after-school hangout spots), and where people of different
lifestyles have ample civic spaces in which to interact.
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Managing Expectations
How can a small but growing city within a
region of 6 million people address its local
issues and growing national changes, while
also maintaining a high quality of life?
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Purpose & Context
Decatur where it’s greater
Purpose of the Strategic Plan
Decatur’s Strategic Plan guides City government
at the highest level by providing direction on
policies and actions to bring the community’s
vision for its future to life. It is also the
foundation for Decatur’s annual budget, each
part of which must be tied directly to this plan.
In addition, the Strategic Plan is a collection of
the highest level recommendations of other
City plans, while also providing direction
to how those plans should be updated and
implemented.

Unlike previous City plans that provided a broad
analysis, this document focuses its analysis on
the six themes that emerged from community
conversations, and which serve as the
organizing principles for the recommendations
and the entire plan. The facts and context on the
following pages directly informed community
thinking on these issues.
It’s also important to remember that these
topics are interrellated, such that discussions
of housing, for instance, easily cross over into
race and equity. This holistic thinking runs
throughout the figures on the following pages,
as well as the structure of this plan.

Strategic Plan + Our Budget
Annual Budget
Strategic
Plan

• Project 1: $$$,$$$
• Project 2: $,$$$,$$$
• Project 3: $$$,$$$
• Project 4: $,$$$,$$$
• Project 5: $$,$$$,$$$
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All plans inform and are informed by the Strategic Plan.
Detailed plans should be consistent with the vision and policies of the Strategic Plan.

Equity & Racial Justice
Climate Action
Civic Trust
Affordable Housing

This plan’s six topics

Mobility
Economic Development

DRAFT
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Decatur Today
Equity & Racial Justice
National events sparked widespread
conversations about equity and racial justice in
Decatur in 2020, propelling this theme to the
forefront of the strategic planning process. This
comes after a decades-long trend of declining
racial and economic diversity as Decatur
has become more white and affluent. The
conversation has shifted from preserving to
restoring diversity.
But progress has been made in the past decade.
The removal of the confederate memorial from
the Decatur Square, a Black Lives Matter mural,

and the installation of a Martin Luther King, Jr.
historic marker are initial outward steps that
have been paralleled by conversations and civic
forums around broader issues of racial justice.
As home values continue to rise and highwage job growth outpaces low-wage jobs,
the challenge is not only to understand racial
diversity, but the economic and cultural diversity
that is vital to creating a true city. Young people
who participated in the Strategic Plan indicated
that this true diversity would be crucial to their
desire to continue live in Decatur.

City Employee Diversity
City Employees Decatur Residents
63% Male
33% Female
51% Black
39% White
1.9% Hispanic
1.5% Asian

City of Decatur staff is significantly more
diverse than its residential population.

42% Male
58% Female
22% Black*
69% White*
3.8% Hispanic*
4.1% Asian*

*4% indicated two or more races
City employee data is based on full-time equivalent employees
Source: City of Decatur website; U.S. Census Bureau Quick Facts
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What does the
data say?
Average Retail Rent

The cost of renting commercial space in Decatur
has increased 28% over the last 20 years,
presenting a challenge for local businesses,
especially those with minority owners.

Income Growth

Decatur, historically a bastion of the LGBTQ+
community, now has only 0.8% same-sex
households.

Decline in Decatur’s Black
Population since 1980

Households with Six-Figure
Incomes

Decatur’s affluence has increased in the last
decade, with nearly half of all households
earning six-figure incomes.
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“The Bottom”
“Known as ‘the Bottom’ in its earliest days, when it was
settled by freed slaves after the Civil War, this square mile
of Decatur was the site of a thriving African-American
community of homes, business, churches, and schools. In
the early part of the 20th century, the area became known
as ‘Beacon Hill’ or just ‘Beacon.’ ... it had its own landmarks,
characters, business and community leaders, and other
common threads that formed a rich fabric of life.”

overlay with
images from
urban renewal

“White Decatur largely considered the
Beacon Community a blighted slum, and
in the 1930s began to condemn sections
of it to make way for public housing.”

Redlining Map and the
beginning of Urban Renewal

1930’s
1950’s 1960’s

Urban Renewal expands
“Urban renewal expanded in the
1960s. Families and businesses were
again displaced to make way for the
Swanton Heights housing project...,
Decatur High School, and the county
courthouse.”

“Decatur’s African-American
community faced the destruction
of their homes and businesses with
strength and resilience.”
Today

Civil Rights Movement & DeKalb NAACP
Chapter forms in Decatur
“The fight for equal rights had long been waged in
Decatur’s Beacon community in myriad ways, but it
began to coalesce as a movement around 1950 with the
formation of the Decatur Colored Citizen League. In 1955,
the DeKalb Chapter of the National Association for the
Advancement of Colored People (NAACP) was organized
in Decatur.”

The Beacon Hill Black Alliance for Human Rights
was formed to advocate, educate, and organize
“people of African descent affected by systemic
racism and oppression on issues of equity in
education, housing, and the legal system in the City
of Decatur and surrounding communities.”
Decatur Day is hosted annually at McKoy Park.
A Beacon Hill Municipal Complex display
commemorates the history of the Beacon Hill
neighborhood.

Sources:
Timeline information summarized and adapted from the “Beacon Community” timeline on the City of Decatur website at www.decaturga.com/beacon.
Redlining map adapted from: HOLC Neighborhood Redlining Grade map for Atlanta accessible at https://www.arcgis.com/apps/mapviewer/index.
html?layers=ef0f926eb1b146d082c38cc35b53c947
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What’s changed since 2010?
Black Lives Matter and
Nationwide Protests

Removal of DeKalb County
Confederate Monument

Black Lives Matter was formed in 2013 in
response to police brutality and racially
motivated violence. Following the murder
of George Floyd in May 2020, greater
calls to end police brutality resulted in
nationwide protests, including calls for
action in Decatur.

Activism by the Beacon Hill Black Alliance
for Human Rights and Decatur High School
students led to the removal of the confederate
monument in June 2020.

Anti-Racism Speaker
Series

COVID-19 Pandemic

The Better Together Advisory Board, with
funding from the City of Decatur, hosted a
four-part online speaker series that featured
local and national experts to foster greater
and understanding about race and equity.
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The global pandemic brought systemic
inequities further into the spotlight, as
low-income and minority Americans
experienced more health and financial
hardships, and were required to work in
“essential” jobs, putting them at higher risk
of illness.
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What does the
data say?
U.S. Greenhouse Gas
Emissions by Sector

Decatur Today
Climate Action
The climate crisis is on the minds of many
Decaturites, including the group of youth
protesters who carried signs at Opening Night
to underscore the need for City action. Global
climate issues such as sea level rise and climate
refugees may seem distant from Decatur, but
the impacts of higher temperatures and more
intense storms are already being felt.

This 2019 data shows the variety of sectors
that contribute to greenhouse gas emissions.
(Source: https://www.epa.gov/ghgemissions/sourcesgreenhouse-gas-emissions).

Decatur’s Energy Mix

City government’s carbon footprint is distinct
from its citizens’ footprint, and Decatur is part
of an energy grid and other networks whose
impact extends beyond the city limits, and over
which the City has limited control. This means
that solutions will have to include partners to be
effective.
Residents of more suburban,
car-centric places have higher
carbon footprints. More affluent
people also typically have
significantly higher carbon
footprints. Both of these affect
the impact of Decatur residents.

The 2020 ESB report showed how the
energy mix was distributed in 2019, based
on Georgia Power data.
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Compared to a historic building, it can take
up to 80 years for a new “energy-efficient”
building to overcome the climate impacts
of new construction. (Source: https://livingfuture.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/11/The_
Greenest_Building.pdf).
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What’s changed since 2010?
Environmental Sustainability
Board (ESB)

The ESB was formed to provide recommendations
to the City Commission about environmental
regulations, plans, and initiatives. The board also
helps implement city projects that impact the natural
environment. They created the Environmental
Sustainability Plan in 2012.

High Performance
Building Standards (2014)
As part of the UDO, High Performance
Building Standards now require all new
residential and commercial buildings to be
certified under an existing green building
program.

Youth Activism
The number and volume of young
climate activist has increased in recent
years, as Greta Thunberg and others ring
the alarm over fears that their generation
will bear the brunt of climate change.

Public Green Infrastructure Projects
The City and their partners have added green infrastructure to new public facilities and
streetscapes. Examples include the bio-swales at Trinity Walk apartments (pictured here),
stormwater planters at the new Public Works building on Talley Street, and bio-swales on
McDonough Street with the new cycle track.
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Decatur Today
Civic Trust
Decaturites expect robust civic engagement
not only for specific planning efforts, but also
as an ongoing community conversation. It’s
the foundation of civic trust, providing the
“consent” in “consent of the governed.”
The ladder on the next page illustrates how
decision-making power can move from the
hands of leaders exclusively to everyone who
chooses to participate. Over time, Decatur has
climbed this ladder, and citizens applaud its
efforts.

“I feel like there are lots of forms of
communication for the city, but there is not
one shared space that everyone should go to
find out about meetings, events, votes, alerts.”
—City Communications Audit participant

“I often find out about things after they
have happened, but sometimes before.”
—City Communications Audit participant

But there’s always room for improvement,
especially in times of rising concerns and
frantic competition for attention via social
media. Decatur citizens are already engaging
themselves in civic efforts, including through
a robust group of citizen boards and councils,
which are already at work on the issues tackled
in this plan. Citizen Surveys every two years
(see highlights on page 23) gauge feelings on
what’s working and what isn’t.

“I miss some info. Would prefer a single tool
for info and events.”
—City Communications Audit participant

“I haven’t lived here long enough to know
what I might be missing out on, but it would
be nice to have a weekly or bi-weekly round
up of all things going on in the city. “
—City Communications Audit participant

“I live just outside the city but work on the square. I sometimes
miss things I wish I had known about because it seems as
though communications with businesses is different than
communications with residents. I live so close, I wish there
was a way to get resident info.”
—City Communications Audit participant
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2010 - Present Day
Decatur Strategic Plan, etc.

»

Citizens help direct yearly budget

»

Decatur 101: a 7-week course to
inform and involve citizens

»

Multiple advisory boards

»

Citizen satisfaction surveys

»

Inclusive planning processes

»

Website and online transparency

1982
Decatur Town Center Plan

»

Citizens nixed original plan and
were involved in making new plan

»

Task force consisted of developers
and a consulting group

»

Citizens made up one-fourth of the
participation groups

1962
Decatur Urban Renewal Plan
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»

Citizens were asked to vote on
demolishing historic neighborhoods
on ‘Decatur Forward Day’

»

City officials handed out pamphlets
characterizing the current area in a
negative way

»

Research conducted by planning
consultants did not include
community feedback
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Decatur Today
Civic Trust
In return for citizens’ trust, the City must deliver
on its promises. Besides publicly asserting those
promises, this plan provides the framework
for organizing the means—including the City’s
annual budget—for making good on them.
All the communication and collaboration tools
used to inform this plan will remain in play as
it moves through its implementation phases.
Citizen boards, local partners, and individual
citizens themselves all are encouraged to lean
in on the process of putting ideas into action—
and when necessary, helping refine strategies as
changing situations require.

Decatur’s Bond
Rating

AA1

This bond rating allows the City to get better
interest rates on bonds, which results in major
savings over time.

Vision-based
Budgeting
The annual budget is the primary tool to make
the Strategic Plan vision come to fruition. The
public can weigh in on the City’s budget-setting
process every year.

Decatur 101 Grads

1,295
22 | Destination: 2030
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What’s changed since 2010?
Citizens’ Survey Results
Top 5 Positives

Top 5 Negatives

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

1.
2.
3.
4.

Decatur is a safe place to live
Downtown & neighborhood safety
Fire service
Overall quality of life
Would recommend living here (2010)
Good place to raise children (2018)

Traffic signal timing
Amount and ease of public parking
Traffic flow on major corridors
Availability of affordable, quality
childcare (2010)
Availability of affordable, quality
housing (2018)
5. Services to low-income people (2010)
Variety of housing options (2018)

Rise of Social Media
Since 2010, the proliferation of Facebook, NextDoor, and other online
communications tools have significantly changed the tone of civic
conversations in Decatur. Online comments tend to be reactive
rather than proactive, less civil, and not reflect the larger context of
city decisions and the community processes that inform them.
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What does the
data say?
Decatur Today
Affordable Housing
There was near-universal agreement during
this process that Decatur is experiencing an
affordable housing crisis. Increasing home
values are an indicator of Decatur’s appeal,
but have eroded diversity and have made
homeownership attainable by only the most
wealthy families and individuals.

Compared to the Atlanta region, Decatur’s
average home price is $120K higher than the
average home price for the Atlanta region.
In fact, the median home value is $521,000,
making it hard for most households to afford.
The necessary salary to buy a home will vary
depending on numerous variables, including
down payment, interest rate, and other costs.

Average Home Sales Price

Average Rent

Demographic data underscores this fact, and
shows a need for affordable housing at all levels,
from those with little to no income, to those
with more significant income.

Housing +
Transportation Costs
In addition to the cost of operating a car (more than
$8,000 per year), parking significantly increases the
cost of housing. Single-family garages may increase
mortgages by 10-20%, and costly parking decks for
multifamily housing can add 17% or more to monthly
rent. Parking garages and parking lots also take up
valuable land that could be used for development or
greenspace.
(https://www.planning.org/planning/2018/oct/
peopleoverparking/)

24 | Destination: 2030
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All Housing is Subsidized
Those on the lower rungs of the ladder need direct public assistance with their housing costs. At
the higher rungs, homeowners can take advantage of mortgage interest deductions when they
buy and capital gains protections when they sell. Because there’s not just one kind of customer
for housing, there’s no one-size-fits-all solution for providing it. Creating and maintaining a mix of
affordable housing solutions requires recognizing the complexity and committing the resources at
the scale of the challenges.

What is AMI?
Area median income (AMI) refers to the median household
income within a metro area. In the Atlanta region, that number
was $82,700 in 2020. For housing to be affordable to a family
earning a certain percentage of AMI, they must spend no more
than 30% of their income on housing.
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Decatur has taken some significant initial
steps in the past decade, including hosting an
Affordable Housing Summit, and establishing an
Affordable Housing Task Force.

Building Affordable Housing

200 NEW
AFFORDABLE
UNITS since 2010
200 new units of affordable housing have been built
in the past decade, but the percentage of Decatur’s
housing that is affordable has decreased.

The Decatur Housing Authority is a major partner in
this work, providing affordable units for more than
1,000 Decaturites, but with a wait list of 5-10 years. In
the past decade they have implemented Phase 3 of the
Allen Wilson Housing and the Trinity Walk housing.

Projected Population and
Household Growth

Decatur’s population is projected to increase by
more than 50% between 2000 and 2030. Because
Decatur’s average household size is small and
decreasing, more housing units will be needed to
accommodate this growth.

The percentage of Decaturites above age 50 has
significantly increased in the last decade, leading to
changes in the demand for different housing types.

Despite fears that new housing is creating crowded
schools, most Decatur households don’t have
children at home. And nearly half of Decatur
households are single people. These demographic
facts show that different (and more affordable)
housing types are needed.
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What’s changed since 2010?
Residential Units Permitted

This chart shows the
number of new units
constructed, including
units built after
demolition.

Zoning Reform
Across the country, cities are shifting their
approach to zoning to accommodate growth at
neighborhood scales without some of the historic
barriers to minority and low-income families.
Decatur already allows accessory dwelling units
and is requiring new apartment developments to
provide some affordable units.
image courtesy Eric Kronberg
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Decatur Today
Mobility
Decatur is an easy city to get around, largely
because of its size, but also because there are
so many options: walking, biking, driving, buses,
and trains. And because there are so many
places within walking distance: schools, places
of worship, restaurants, shops, and jobs.
Unlike more suburban areas, streets form an
interconnected network punctuated by three
state routes, which are designed primarily for
drivers without thought for other modes of
travel.

Over the past decade, sidewalk improvements
and new bike facilities have made it easier and
safer to get around without a car.
Decatur is fortunate to be served by MARTA
rail service as well as multiple MARTA and
CCTMA bus routes, although transit usage has
decreased in Decatur in the last decade, as it
has in much of the United States.

What does the data say?
Changes in Decatur residents’ commute habits

Nearly everyone in Decatur commutes by automobile
Source: U.S. Census
28 | Destination: 2030
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With high car ownership rates,
it is easier for most Decaturites
to drive to get to where they are
going. According to AAA, the
average cost to own and operate
a car is $8,558 per year.
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The Value of
Walkability
Walkable communities not only have
many community benefits—they also have
fiscal advantages. More dense, walkable
development is correlated with higher tax
values that provide additional revenue. In
Decatur, the most valuable properties near
Downtown clearly show this relationship.
This is underscored by the property value
map (right).

Downtown

Oakhurst

Parking Surplus
Underutilized parking spaces in Decatur,
whether they are on-street, in parking lots,
or in parking decks, come with a high cost,
particularly where they are subsidized with tax
dollars, but also where vacant private parking
contributes to higher housing and retail costs.
Downtown Decatur currently has more than
10,000 parking spaces.

Health Benefits
The positive effects of walking and biking
on both physical and mental health are well
documented. When we experience the
city at lower speeds, we’re more likely to
enjoy it, stop at local businesses, and make
connections with our neighbors. Driving
commutes are directly correlated to stress
levels and negative mental health.

3030| Destination:
| Destination:
2030
2030
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What’s changed since 2010?
Shared Mobility

Infrastructure

Changing transportation technologies in
the past decade have provided many more
options for Decaturites, especially in terms
of ride share services and electric scooters.
At the same time, these technologies
have contributed to declining MARTA use,
and present their own set of challenges,
including sidewalk clutter that inhibits
movement for pedestrians.

The City of Decatur and the PATH Foundation
have built a number of new bicycle projects.
These include separated bike lanes along
McDonough Street (which also filters
stormwater) and Commerce Drive, as well as
the East Decatur Greenway along Katie Kerr
Drive.

Declining MARTA Use in Decatur
The number of average
daily passengers at
Decatur’s transit stations
has declined over the
past decade, as it has
throughout the U.S.
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Decatur Today
Economic Growth
Decatur’s economy remains strong. In fact,
many of the challenges the city confronts—
greenhouse gas emissions, affordable housing,
declining diversity, and mobility issues—are in
part because of Decatur’s success at attracting
new residents, jobs, and investment.

from the Recession, but wages continue to stagnate
even as unemployment has dropped.
The City and Downtown Development Authority
(DDA) have also advanced on a number of economic
development initiatives, including specific initiatives
related to small business assistance due to COVID-19.

And a lot has changed in the local and national
economy in the past decade. We’ve emerged

High Speed
Internet
Existing broadband
This map shows the number of internet
providers advertising download speeds of at
least 25 Mbps and upload speeds of at least 3
Mbps, based on the 2020 data provided by the
Federal Communications Commission.
Data limitations
This map is based on the latest federal data,
but does not include all internet providers
in all areas, and is based on reported (rather
than actual) internet speeds. A federal effort is
currently beginning to obtain better data on
internet access.
32 | Destination: 2030
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Top Employers
Not surprisingly for a county seat, more
than a third of all jobs in Decatur are in the
public sector, and most of these are located
downtown.

1

2

3
4
5

6

Downtown

DeKalb County (1,773)
Emory (983)
City Schools of Decatur (955)
Agnes Scott College (420)

Oakhurst

City of Decatur (240)
USPS (190)

The Labor Market
Many Decatur jobs in the public and private
sector require advanced college degrees.
Significantly more of Decatur’s jobs are in the
IT sector compared to the regional average.
High wage jobs are increasing at nearly 3
times the rate of low-wage jobs.

Tax Digest*

7% increase
since 2016

Decatur is
expected to add
more than 4,000
jobs by 2040.
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Residential uses comprise 80% of the tax digest,
compared to 20% for commercial uses. However,
commercial land earns a much higher tax value
per acre than residential land, as shown in the
diagram on page 30.
*Source: City of Decatur
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2
Roundtable Discussions
throughout 2020
with more than 600
participants
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Decatur 202s, led by
subject matter experts,
discussing conflicting
ambitions within the
top 4 topics

Virtual engagement
with video conference
meetings and multiple
online surveys and
activities
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CHAPTER 2
Engagement

Overall Strategy
Key Themes, Concerns, & Ambitions
To Go Big, Go Together
From Input to Recommendations
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Community Engagement
Overall Strategy
OVERVIEW
A strategic plan maps a path from the present to a desired future, a future without facts as
waypoints. This makes the mapping process educated guesswork. For a community that
accommodates all sorts of interests and perspectives, this process must be highly collaborative.
Without agreement on goals and consent for action, ambitions will stall as challenges mount. The
key is to move beyond harvesting opinions to a place where conflicts and information gaps are
sufficiently resolved to justify confidence in the proposed strategies.
Here’s how this process worked:

Fall 2019 - Fall 2020
COLLABORATIVE TOOLS

Virtual Forums

Citizen Roundtables

COVID-19
Pandemic Began
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»

Strategic Plan website. Schedules, explainers, and updates were
regularly posted at www.decatur2030.com.

»

Engagement Squad. An Engagement Squad of 90 volunteers spread
word of the process to their networks and provided them shareable
materials optimized for social media and online connection.

»

Citizen Roundtables. 792 residents were recruited for a series of
roundtable discussions. They convened the city’s largest kickoff gathering ever, followed by a series of over 150 small group
discussions (in-person when allowed, online when required) to solicit
and progressively refine community opinions.

»

Existing communications channels. Existing newsletters, online
channels, mailers, and other communication tools helped keep
everyone in touch.
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Fall 2020 - Spring 2021

Virtual Forums

Decatur 202s

PROGRESSIVE FOCUSING, REVIEWING, DRAFTING, REPEAT
Citizen Roundtables participants identified ideas that enjoyed broad support
as well as issues they couldn’t resolve without more discussion. These issues
became the focus of four virtual “Decatur 202” sessions on mobility, housing,
equity, and climate change. Invited experts shared research and lessons
learned, and participant breakout discussions allowed for ideas to be refined in
that context, and in dialog with diverse opinions from other citizens.

Spring 2021 - Fall 2021
Over the course of the process, we compensated for the participation
challenges imposed by the pandemic with online Virtual Forums where
residents could help guide the plan—across all topics—from the safety and
convenience of their computer or mobile device. Online surveys of draft ideas
and a day of “pop-up” activities offered review opportunities and informed an
emerging draft for consideration by Decatur’s City Commission.

The Future
THE PUDDING, THE PROOF, AND THE PROMISE

93%
of projects

2010
Strategic
Plan
Progress

The “proof is in the pudding” adage is especially apt when it comes to
leveraging collaboration in planning. You can talk about listening all you want,
but if you can’t demonstrate that what you’ve heard ends up shaping both
policy and implementation, you can’t build and maintain the trust that bold
ambitions require. A commitment to accountability is implied throughout the
Vision and Mission Statements (page 47) derived from months of listening and
idea sorting. And it’s made explicit in Mission 4:
“We will embrace accountability: Define what success looks like, measure
outcomes along the way, and tell our story.”
The City of Decatur has made the promise a best practice. The to-do list in
the 2010 Strategic Plan, for instance, became a framework for budgeting and
implementing projects and programs over the last decade. By the time planning
began for the next decade, 93% of the tasks on that previous list had be
accomplished or were underway. Delivering on promises bolsters confidence
for future promises. A good thing, given the sense of urgency citizens brought
to the conversation this time around.
“We are proud of Decatur and the progress it is making,” said one participant
in the Citizen Roundtables. “We want MORE and DEEPER – deeper
relationships, deeper opportunities, deeper options for work and living.”
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Community Engagement
Key Themes, Concerns, & Ambitions
From the beginning of the engagement process, it was clear participants were anxious to talk about
big, complex issues. Of the 3,278 comments in our three Roundtables discussions, all addressed
concerns under the six headings shown below. What distinguished 2020 priorities from past
rankings was the sense of urgency imposed by the times—protests throughout the nation over
treatment of Black and Brown people; widening gaps between rising housing costs and incomes;
mounting evidence of climate change; and a pandemic that exposed vulnerabilities in social and
economic systems.

*Roundtable Round 1
results.
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BY THE NUMBERS
Volunteers on the Engagement
Squad shared promotional
materials with their online and
physical networks to encourage
participation.

Four Decatur 202s began with presentations from
experts in each topic (mobility, housing, equity & racial
justice, and climate change), then groups followed a
discussion guide to provide input..

3 rounds of group discussion
occurred throughout 2020,
starting after “Opening Night”
then continuing online after the
COVID-19 pandemic restrictions
required it. Later, City staff led city
employee focus groups to discuss
the recommendations.
Surveys for the Vision & Mission
Statements and all the topic
recommendations were released weekly
throughout Spring 2021. Nearly all the
recommendations received community
support.
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Community Engagement
To Go Big, Go Together
From discussions stretching over 18 months
and from the expectations many Decaturites
brought to it from the start, we know the
determination is there to take on the most
challenging issues of our time. But there are
limitations on what Decatur can do alone to
determine the outcomes citizens want. And
those limitations are directly linked with the
advantages Decatur enjoys as a quality-of-life
destination.
Decatur encompasses 4.7 square miles, only
a tiny fraction of the 10-county planning
area represented by the Atlanta Regional

“We all agreed that the time for action
is NOW – we’re behind the 8-ball, so
we need to aim high and be ambitious.
We feel strongly that the city should set
a goal of zero net emissions by 2030.
Is it possible – we don’t know, but we
need to try.” —Decatur 202 Group

Commission. Its population of 26,000 is less
than one percent of the population of that
region. Yet it’s possible to walk from Decatur’s
downtown to the heart of Atlanta or connect
with the whole metro area via Decatur’s three
MARTA stops.
The connectivity goes both ways, bringing
those from the region and beyond who
support schools that are the envy of
surrounding communities and dining, arts, and
entertainment amenities that add to the city’s
attractiveness.

“Decatur citizens need to walk the talk. Lots of
concern over lack of affordable housing but citizens
passed the laws that redlined the city, changed the
zoning, prevented density, and the current citizens
need to recognize that affordable housing means
tough choices. They need to stop complaining if the
answer is NIMBY.” —Roundtable Participant

Make bike paths all throughout Decatur, not just
on one road. Maybe an “explore Decatur” route
that takes riders through neighborhoods and down
to Oakhurst or Avondale” —Ideas Wall participant
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“We don’t have a drawbridge we can just raise,”
said a senior staffer at the 2020 Strategic Plan
kick-off presentation. So what are the options?
Participants in the various engagement sessions
hit on a bang-for-the-buck approach leveraging
complementary strategies. For instance:
“We note that the housing and transportation
issues we discussed all have environmental
impacts,” said one commenter. “These initiatives
all intersect.”

“Climate change is a racial equity issue as well,” offered another participant.
“People of color bear a disproportionate burden of pollution, energy and food costs.”
From that persistent theme came the first of our
five Mission Statements:
“We will think holistically: Identify and leverage
opportunities to create interconnected policies,
programs, and projects that achieve equitable
outcomes across all community priorities.”
And recognizing that Decatur will need to join
with others to advance its boldest ambitions,
community engagement participants argued for
doubling down on what the City prides itself in
– influence by example:
“Let’s make Decatur a national leader in bikeability! We’ve got great bones for it and are off
to a good start” wrote one online commenter.
“Decades of research shows widening roads
doesn’t decrease traffic congestion. The only
way to reduce traffic (and also a key to fighting
climate change) is to have fewer people in cars.”
Out of that evolving conversation came Mission
Statement 5: “We will pioneer innovation:
Inspire ourselves and
others by continuing
“We can be leaders. We can leverage others,” said a
to seek bold and
Roundtables participant.
creative solutions in
planning and doing.”
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Community Engagement
From Input to Recommendations
Change zoning to increase density,
adding efficiency apartments, duplexes
and triplexes to housing options already
available in Decatur...” -- Ideas Wall
Participant

“If the city insists on higher density housing, it
should perhaps consider taking a more active
role in maintaining “niceness” by enforcing
parking and traffic rules, keeping overgrowth
of the sidewalks, making sure city trash cans
are emptied, upgrading city parks and pools,
etc.” -- Roundtable participant

I am curious about the status and plans for the report
produced by the Decatur Affordable Housing Task Force
earlier this year. My understanding is that the city has
“received” it and I would be interested whether any specific
recommendations are being considered for adoption on
implementation” - Ideas Wall participant.

“Someone has to pay to make the city
more affordable. We should be up front
and honest about the tax burden.“ -Roundtable participant

“Cost of housing isn’t just the housing
unit – also need to include transportation
costs + utilities” -- Decatur 202
Discussion Group

--Online Topic Survey Ranking (209 responses)
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Example Recommendations for Housing
H.01a - H.01t - Implement the Affordable Housing Task Force
report.
H.02 - Focus on permanent affordability.

Economic Development

Mobility

Housing

Civic Trust
Climate Action

Equity & Racial Justice

H.10 - Update affordable housing metrics to include
transportation costs.

“Make it clear to citizens that their participation and feedback doesn’t
mean that the outcome will always go their way. They are part of
the process, but the commission or city leaders are doing their best to
represent the whole city (all 25k), not just the citizens who show up to
meetings.” -- Roundtable Participant
DRAFT FOR PUBLIC COMMENT | June 21, 2021
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3
Examining
recommendations
through an equity and
racial justice lens and
confronting climate
challenges.
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Establishing a longterm vision and
mission statements
that will drive planning
decisions for the next
10 years.

Demonstrating the
interconnectivity
between all of the
topics.
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CHAPTER 3
Decatur 2030: The Vision

Vision & Mission
Everything is Connected
Goals & Tasks:
Equity & Racial Justice

Affordable Housing

Climate Action

Mobility

Civic Trust

Economic Growth
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203

Decatur 2030
Vision & Mission Statements

Decatur will foster an equitable,
thriving, and welcoming community
for all its residents, businesses, and
visitors today and in the future.
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1

We Will:

30
2
3

Think holistically.

Identify and leverage opportunities to create
interconnected policies, programs, and projects that
achieve equitable outcomes across all community
priorities.

Confront climate challenges.

Align our goals and practices to strengthen
environmental sustainability and resilience in our city
and region.

Work together.

Design and promote ample and ongoing opportunities
for community engagement, collaboration, and
regional, cross-sector partnerships.

4

Embrace accountability.

Define what success looks like, measure outcomes
along the way, and tell our story.

5

Pioneer innovation.

Inspire ourselves and others by continuing to seek bold
and creative solutions in planning and doing.

Where you see this graphic, it indicates how each
goal and task supports these mission statements.

1

2

5

3
4
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Decatur 2030
Everything is Connected
The goals and tasks in this chapter are the most
important component of the plan. They are
Decatur’s roadmap for implementing its vision.
The structure of this chapter, and of the entire
Strategic Plan, was determined by the priorities
emphasized by the community. Goals and tasks
are grouped into the six color-coded topics,
below, which reflect the themes that emerged
from the outreach process.

It’s hard to talk about one theme without
touching on another, and the recommendations
intentionally bridge multiple topics. Mobility
choices, for instance, have a big impact on
the climate. And affordable housing initiatives
are inseparable from equity and race. For this
reason, icons show how each recommendation
may touch on multiple topics.
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Economic
Growth

Mobility

Affordable
Housing

Civic Trust

Climate Action

Equity &
Racial Justice

Where you see these icons, they show how each
goal or task is connected to multiple topics.
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Each topic is interconnected with the others. Equity
and climate action are overarching themes that
encompass all topics.
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Goals & Tasks
Equity & Racial Justice
Integrating proactive equity
ambitions into every plan
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If equitable and anti-racist outcomes are what we want, then our policies, programs, and projects should be
shaped with those in mind. That means planning that honors all perspectives and storytelling that incorporates
the complete history of our community, including the painful lessons of the past. It means recognizing that
learning from those lessons may require rethinking old priorities and altering status quo assumptions unlikely
to pass the equity test. While such changes are too often framed as sacrifices, we know they’re accelerants for
achieving the stabilizing, long-term goals of shared social and economic opportunity for all.

DEFINING DIVERSITY
When we talk about equitable outcomes for
everyone, it’s important to define what we mean
by “everyone.” Throughout this plan, when we
talk about diversity and equity, we are referring
to the full spectrum of Decatur’s community,
including all aspects shown in the graphic on
the previous page.

Why call out race?

THE DARK SIDE OF SUCCESS
Competition for access to Decatur’s pluses has
had a negative impact on its economic, racial,
and LGBTQ diversity, as the city has become
dominated by affluent whites. The conversation
in the past decade has shifted from preserving
Decatur’s diversity to rebuilding it, in order to
be sure that the Decatur experience does not
remain a luxury good.

If we’re talking about diversity more broadly,
why is this plan specifically addressing racial
justice? Because sometimes people use
“diversity” as a euphemism to avoid addressing
the specific concerns of black people, and the
specific injustices that the black community in
Decatur continues to face. So we wanted to be
clear that this plan intentionally seeks to further
anti-racism in Decatur’s policies and actions.
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It’s all connected!
These icons show how each
goal or task meets the vision
and mission statements, and
connects with the other topics.
More details for each project start
on page 54.
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The following list provides more detailed
explanations for each task shown in the charts.

TOOLS
EQ.01 Update the Decatur Police
Department’s Strategic Plan. This plan guides
all aspects of the Police Department, including
equity and use of force policies.

POLICIES
EQ.04 Establish a Reparations Task Force.
Black people in Decatur have been unjustly
enslaved, segregated, incarcerated, denied
housing, displaced, and faced redlining,
blockbusting, and gentrification. The Task
Force should document the City’s role in these
injustices and address reparations.

EQ.02 Utilize an Equity Tool. This set of
questions should be used to help evaluate all
City actions, including hiring, communications,
events and programs, fees, spending,
procurement, and more. The goal should go
beyond equity to encourage anti-racist and
anti-classist actions.

EQ.05 Offer affordable housing to displaced
Decatur residents. This reparations effort
could focus on former residents or their
descendants who were relocated due to
urban redevelopment or outpriced due to
gentrification.

EQ.03 Follow the Welcoming Standard. This
benchmark, prepared by Welcoming America,
provides a guide to inspire Decatur to be a fully
welcoming community.

EQ.06 Focus on place- and people-based
economics. Grow the economy in a way that
builds on Decatur’s unique sense of place, and
emphasizes people above simple economic
trends.
EQ.07 Diversify events and festivals. Offerings
and attendees at current and future events
should bring together a broad cross section of
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people.
EQ.08 Proactively hire diverse staff. City
employees should reflect the full diversity of the
Atlanta region and be educated on the City’s
commitment to equity.
EQ.09 Develop City and department-level
Racial Equity Action Plans. A City Racial
Equity Action Plan should be created, and each
City department should prepare and implement
a plan that outlines their role in implementing
this plan and city-wide policies.
EQ.10 Strengthen minority participation
requirements for City contracts. Targets for
minority-owned businesses should be increased
for all types of public contracts.
EQ.11 Provide housing options that restore
Decatur’s diversity. Preserve and expand
affordable and diverse housing types to create a
more inclusive community.
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EQ.12 Retain and recruit a diversity of
businesses. Business owners, offerings,
and clientele should better reflect and serve
Decatur’s diverse audiences, including residents,
employees, and commuters, whether they are
locally serving or destination businesses.

EQ.19 Achieve recognition as a Child
Friendly City. Partner with local child-serving
organizations, youth and adult community
members to ensure that Decatur is safe,
equitable, just, inclusive, and responsive to
children.

EQ.13 Consider impacts on vulnerable
groups. The impacts of city policies and
actions, as well as the broader climate crisis,
should be evaluated based on how they affect
more vulnerable groups and amended as
appropriate.

ACTIONS

COMMUNICATION AND OUTREACH

EQ.21 Update the Better Together Community
Action Plan. This plan addresses equity,
inclusion, justice, and engagement and should
guide the implementation of the Strategic Plan.
Continue to revisit and update the plan on a
regular basis.

203

EQ.14 Work to make sure all voices are heard.
Underrepresented groups must be intentionally
invited to participate in civic discussions. Safe
space must be made for all perspectives.

EQ.15 Tell all Decatur’s stories. Continue
to tell the stories of diverse Decaturites,
past and current, including their role in and
contributions to the community. Public art,
historic markers, exhibits, online media, and the
200th anniversary celebration should be used to
showcase past and present stories.
EQ.16 Install community information
kiosks. These digital and paper kiosks should
be located in activity centers and provide
information about events, community
meetings, and commonly asked questions.

EQ.17 Promote continuing community
conversations. These citizen- or city-hosted
events could provide a space for true dialog on
key city issues in intentionally diverse groups.
Resources or discussion guides could be
provided by the City.

EQ.18 Communicate existing initiatives and
successes. Publicize existing efforts related to
diversity and equity in Decatur, such as updated
policing policies.
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EQ.20 Implement existing TOD plans.
Work with MARTA and private developers to
implement transit oriented development (TOD)
around transit stations.

EQ.22 Provide permanently affordable retail
space. The Land Trust should acquire strategic
retail space and offer flexible lease terms or
below market rate rent to businesses that meet
agreed-upon goals.

EQ.23 Make public spaces more welcoming.
Redesign, contextualize, rename, and otherwise
update parks, civic buildings, streets, and other
public spaces, understanding that these places
may communicate different meanings to
people from different backgrounds. Evaluate
how programming, usage, and policing can be
improved.
EQ.24 Acknowledge and document Decatur’s
entire history. This documentation should
address all narratives that have formed part
of Decatur’s history, and be shared through
different vehicles such as walking or biking
tours, online resources, monuments or exhibits,
and cultural tourism strategies.
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EQ.25 Establish a childcare voucher pilot
program. This program could expand childcare
access for lower income City employees.

30
EQ.26 Establish an Equity Director position.
This City staff position should help create and
evaluate toolkits and policies related to equity
and racial justice.
EQ.27 Establish an Employee Relations
Coordinator position. This City staff person
should coordinate anti-racism training, advise
on conflict resolution, investigate concerns
related to workplace retaliation, and manage
relationship building and morale boosting.

EQ.28 Partner to create a diversity, equity,
and inclusion certificate program. This
educational credential could provide training
for community members, especially those who
serve on City boards or commissions.

EQ.29 Draw on local and national resources.
Resources such as the Government Alliance on
Race and Equity, the Partnership for Southern
Equity, and the Metro Atlanta Chamber of
Commerce ATL Action for Racial Equity provide
a variety of tools, trainings, and playbooks to
address discrimination, equity, and economic
mobility.
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In 2015, a community effort created the Better
Together Community Action Plan, which
includes “specific action items for individuals,
organizations, and local government to
undertake in order to cultivate a just, welcoming,
inclusive, equitable, and compassionate city.”
The Better Together Advisory Board, established
in 2016, assists City staff with public education
and outreach activities that promote equity,
inclusion, and engagement.
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Goals & Tasks
Climate Action
Cut emissions for the long-term,
prepare to adapt now.
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The climate crisis demands strategies that mitigate impacts by reducing greenhouse gas emissions and ones
that help us adapt to changes already underway. Challenges are global. But Decatur can build local resilience
by: planning for intense storms, heat waves, and other shocks; combining climate action policies with those
addressing challenges in transportation, housing, and equity; and expanding partnerships with governments
and non-profits at all levels. Residents, neighborhoods, and businesses have roles, too. Our diets, our energy
consumption, and waste disposal habits contribute to the problem and to potential solutions. Without action,
impacts will fall disproportionately on those already socially and economically disadvantaged.

It’s all connected!
These icons show how each
goal or task meets the vision
and mission statements, and
connects with the other topics.
More details for each project start
on page 64.
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Photo courtesy: PATH Decatur Commerce Drive
Cycle Track completed in 2020 through the City of
Decatur’s partnership with the PATH Foundation
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The following list provides more detailed
explanations for each task shown in the charts.

ENERGY
CA.01 Establish greenhouse gas reduction
and clean energy targets. Aspirational yet
realistic goals with specific timeframes should
address 24-hour clean energy usage as well as
Decatur’s carbon footprint (for all Decaturites in
addition to City government operations). These
should address electrification and be consistent
with the Clean Energy Plan.
CA.02 Expand local renewable energy
production. Encourage regionally sourced
renewable energy and on-site energy
generation, especially in high-visibility locations
on publicly-owned land.
CA.03 Prepare for emerging technologies.
Ensure opportunities for new renewable energy
sources, sustainable infrastructure, and lowimpact building materials are not hindered or
prevented by current policies and development
codes.

CA.04 Identify creative clean energy funding.
Reinvest savings from energy efficiency in
further efficiency improvements, clean energy,
or community sustainability projects.
CA.05 Update regulations to require
alternative fuels infrastructure. Zoning and
building code requirements should enlist the
private sector in expanding options for electric
vehicle charging and other fuels.
CA.06 Convert all City lighting to LED.
Streetlights and all outdoor fixtures, as well as
indoor lighting, should be converted to energy
saving LED.

POLICIES
CA.07 Create a Climate Action Plan. The 2012
Environmental Sustainability Plan should be
updated and incorporated into this plan.
CA.08 Update the City’s internal sustainability
policies. Revisit policies related to purchasing,
building construction and performance, events,
resource usage, and more to include lifecycle
impacts and be consistent with other plans.
Create a sustainability handbook for employees.

Which actions have the biggest impact
on climate change?
Many environmental priorities (such as single-use plastics) have a minimal impact on the climate.
Other actions (such as plant-based diets and lifestyle changes) can be hard for local government to
influence. This plan focuses on actions that the city government can take to reduce its own climate
impact and help citizens do the same.
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CA.09 Evaluate the carbon impact of
City decisions. Develop a procedure
for understanding and mitigating the
environmental consequences of City policies
and spending.
CA.10 Incorporate green infrastructure into
all City projects. Transportation, building, and
public space improvements should include
elements of stormwater treatment, energy
generation, education, recycled materials,
habitat creation, and similar elements.
CA.11 Join the Climate Disclosure Project.
This platform will allow Decatur to manage its
emissions data and make them public.
CA.12 Commit to the Global Covenant of
Mayors for Climate and Energy. This public
pledge will provide transparency about
Decatur’s sustainability goals.

EDUCATION & CULTURE CHANGE
CA.13 Educate the community on true
sustainability. Increase awareness of the true
impacts of everyone’s decisions on the climate
and the local environment and water quality,
including the balance of technology compared
to lifestyle changes, and which changes have
the most impact. Provide educational resources
to allow homes and businesses to prepare
emergency plans
CA.14 Continue education about water
quality. Help the public understand existing
pollution levels, stormwater management, pet
waste, landscaping alternatives, and how they
can improve local stream health.
CA.15 Establish a green business
certification. In partnership with the Decatur
Business Association, this program could
establish tiered criteria to encourage and
promote local sustainable businesses.
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CA.16 Establish a sustainable neighborhood
certification. In partnership with the Decatur
Neighborhood Alliance, this program could
encourage friendly competition between
neighborhoods to gain points related to
sustainable criteria.
CA.17 Empower youth activists. The
worldwide student climate movement should
be leveraged in Decatur by adding a youth
member to the Environmental Sustainability
Board and enlisting youth in implementing
climate and sustainability goals.
CA.18 Create a climate action resource
dashboard. This online resource should link to
local non-profits that provide services to help
citizens live more sustainably.

RESOURCE RECOVERY
CA.19 Recover discarded resources
appropriately. Opportunities to reuse, compost,
and recycle items should be promoted and
expanded to reduce waste, based on the results
of the Waste Characterization Study.
CA.20 Create a pilot compost collection
program. This fee-supported City program
would collect compostable material from local
homes and businesses.
CA.21 Reduce construction waste. Educate
homeowners and contractors on how to reduce
the amount of construction and demolition
debris as part of the building permit application
process.
CA.22 Reduce single-use materials.
Educational campaigns, policies, and ordinances
should help local businesses and consumers
choose sustainable or reusable alternatives to
disposable plastic and other materials, including
at City facilities and City-sponsored events.
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FOOD

GREEN BUILDINGS

CA.23 Expand sustainable and edible
landscapes. Create a toolkit for citizens
and developers, update policies, and fund
demonstration projects that focus on plants
and trees that produce food or require fewer
pesticides and less irrigation.

CA.28 Encourage the reuse of historic
buildings. These can be as energy efficient as
new construction and preserve the embodied
carbon in existing structures.

203

CA.24 Continue to support farmers’ markets.
Ensure regular access to fresh, local produce
throughout the City. Provide permanent
market space at Legacy Park and encourage
pop-up farm stands in commercial areas and
MARTA stations.

RESILIENCE

CA.25 Conduct an urban heat island
assessment. This study should evaluate
neighborhood-level impacts of increasing
temperatures, heat waves, and power
outages, particularly with regard to vulnerable
populations.

CA.26 Increase the tree canopy goal. This
citywide goal, currently at 50%, should be
increased to help reduce the heat island effect.
Different goals will be appropriate for different
areas.
CA.27 Prepare for sustained power outages.
Ensure that adequate backup systems,
alternative energy sources, and emergency
supplies are available.

CA.29 Promote local building traditions.
Historic building types are well adapted to the
Georgia climate and may include elements
such as porches, curtains, eaves, or masonry
construction, in addition to being smaller or
more space efficient.

CA.30 Continue to push the envelope on City
facilities. Consider how new and renovated
facilities can become living buildings or achieve
the highest levels of green building certification.
CA.31 Amend the High-Performance Building
requirements of the Unified Development
Ordinance to require carbon footprint
documentation. Simple calculations based
on construction type, embodied energy, and
lifetime energy usage could educate applicants
and provide valuable data.

GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE

CA.32 Implement the Stormwater Master
Plan. This plan should shape City stormwater
infrastructure in addition to the next generation
of private stormwater investment.

CA.33 Update the Community Forestry
Management Plan. Broaden the scope of the
plan and focus on how to adapt to the changing
climate as well as tree preservation, care, and
planting.
CA.34 Acquire additional greenspace. The
City should strategically acquire land when
it becomes available and meets broader City
goals.
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CA.35 Prepare a Facilities and Greenspace
Master Plan. This plan should address
construction, upgrades, and maintenance of
City buildings, parks, and other facilities and
be sure that they reflect Decatur’s priorities
and are attractive, efficient, sustainable, and
accessible. It should also create an inventory
of land that could be used for agriculture. It
should also recommend adequate heating and
cooling centers for heat waves or other climate
emergencies.

30
CA.36 Encourage usable green space in new
developments. Promote creative solutions to
existing open space requirements, especially in
urban areas.
CA.37 Remove all creeks from the list of
impaired waters. Several creeks in Decatur
violate state water quality standards.
Interrelated efforts should be made to reduce
pollution by targeted education, monitoring,
enforcement, and restoration.
CA.38 Promote green stormwater
infrastructure first. Create a handbook of
tools for developers and engineers, as well
as applications in parks or rights-of-way, to
encourage green stormwater design.
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The Stormwater Master Plan was updated
and adopted in 2020. Up next: a Clean
Energy Plan and Climate Action Plan.

:
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Goals & Tasks
Civic Trust
Empowering bold ambitions
with high trust
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A community thrives when governments and citizens work together to respond to challenges. Success moves
at the speed of trust that comes with citizens’ confidence that government is responding to their concerns
with action that solves problems and expands opportunities. The higher the trust, the more support for
ambitious plans. The proven tools for inspiring that virtuous circle? Constant community conversation about
the alignment of goals and the strategies to achieve them; a track record of connecting listening, action, and
measurable outcomes; and a commitment to transparency every step along the way.

It’s all connected!
These icons show how each
goal or task meets the vision
and mission statements, and
connects with the other topics.
More details for each project start
on page 72.
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The following list provides more detailed
explanations for each task shown in the charts.

BUILDING TRUST

C.07 Draw on the expertise of advisory
boards. These groups should continue to
provide recommendations on a variety of
matters to city government.

203

Collaboration, Transparency,
& Accountability

C.01 Clearly assert the City’s responsibility
to its citizens. The list of expectations for
elected officials and city employees should
include accountability, ethics, transparency, and
responsiveness.

C.02 Continue to empower Decatur’s citizens.
Provide opportunities not only for public
input, but for citizens to take ownership of and
actively shape municipal affairs.
C.03 Inspire civic responsibility. Emphasize
that relationships between citizens and the
City must go beyond online conversations in
order to produce real change. Actively promote
all channels that are open for democratic
participation.
C.04 Improve understanding of the
planning process. Show how compromises
are made between divergent opinions and
how community needs are prioritized above
individual needs.

C.05 Become a Plan First Community. This
state designation recognizes communities that
show a pattern of successfully implementing
plans.

C.06 Create a civic-savvy certification.
Graduates of the Decatur 101 program could be
allowed to apply for this credential to show their
understanding of the local democratic process
and their commitment to participate in the
ongoing development and implementation of
Decatur’s vision.
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C.08 Continue to involve youth in decision
making. Ensure that members of the Decatur
Youth Council contribute to all major planning
efforts and that middle and elementary school
students are also included.
Telling Our Story

C.09 Tell and re-tell Decatur’s success stories.
Using messaging consistent with the Strategic
Plan, communicate Decatur’s demonstrated
commitment to listening and history of keeping
promises, including the intent behind new or
controversial decisions and how they connect
with the community’s vision.

C.10 Develop a formalized public information
process. A Public Information Officer
should be authorized to establish consistent
communications protocols, serve as the single
voice for the city, and build a website-centric
communications strategy.
C.11 Reposition communications channels.
The city’s broad diversity of communications
channels (social media, the Focus, email
newsletters, etc.) should continue to be
leveraged, but should be repositioned from
primary sources of information to promoting
information that lives and evolves on the
website.

C.12 Develop city staff communication
protocols. These should direct media and
other notable inquiries to the PIO rather than
individual staff in order to ensure consistent
and accurate responses that reflect all relevant
considerations.
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FOSTERING TRANSPARENCY
The Ongoing Conversation

30
C.13 Broaden the means of engagement.
Build on the momentum of online engagement
during the COVID-19 pandemic and use more
tools to engage citizens in new ways.

C.14 Leverage existing citizen networks.
Establish a list of communications partners that
will distribute official City information to their
interest groups.

C.15 Continue the tradition of educational
lectures. Community educational events such
as the Anti-Racism Speaker Series and the
Decatur 202s should become a recurring forum
for information and dialog on relevant topics,
such as density.

C.16 Convene a forum for non-profits and
institutional organizations. This annual forum
will allow ideas, resources, and strategies to be
shared among organizations and with the City.

The Decatur Focus remains one
of the City’s best communications
tools. A centralized approach to
outreach and communications
should rely on this publication as
well as the City’s website.
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Specific Tools
C.17 Create a one-stop app. The functionality
of the existing Decatur app should be expanded
and should include relevant content along with
the functionality of the updated website.
C.18 Develop an online permit portal. This
easy-to-use website should include all city
applications, provide information on proposed
developments, and allow fees to be paid online.
C.19 Launch a plan implementation
dashboard. This webpage should show
progress on the adopted plans.
C.20 Update the Welcome to Decatur packet.
This information should build on the content
published yearly in the Focus, and should be
distributed to new homeowners, renters, and
business owners to introduce Decatur’s values,
and explain how to find information and get
engaged.

C.21 Update the City’s Emergency Response
Plan. Document lessons learned from the
COVID-19 pandemic and the changing climate,
and update emergency plans as appropriate.
Other Strategies
C.22 Update the Cultural Arts Master Plan.
This plan should consider public art, interactive
and performance art, the role of arts in all City
efforts, the feasibility of a small theater, and how
art can better tell the diverse stories of Decatur.
C.23 Consider creating a neighborhood minigrant program. The budgeting process already
invites citizen engagement, but funds should
be set aside for specific community-nominated
projects in line with the Strategic Plan.
C.24 Reaffirm the commitment to financial
accountability. Maintain the highest standards
of financial accountability of public funds.

Mayor Patti Garrett speaks to a Decatur 101 class
74 | Destination: 2030
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C.25 Support an innovative and creative
work environment. Attract the best
employees, provide them with and maintain
the tools they need to perform their work
safely and effectively, and set an expectation
of exceptional public service. Establish an
employee innovation program to promote and
fund the implementation of new ideas.

C.28 Align procurement policies with this
plan. City purchasing and contracting policies
should be examined as opportunities to
increase diversity and sustainability, as well as
promote a living wage and access to childcare.

C.26 Recruit the best employees possible.
Focus on knowledge and skills, a commitment
to high performance, and an appreciation for
Decatur’s unique character.
C.27 Retain the best employees. Provide just
compensation and benefits, the highest level of
employee training possible, and a commitment
to developing leadership potential. Expand the
employee recognition program.
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Goals & Tasks
Affordable Housing
Ensuring housing diversity
through innovative policy-making

The City of Decatur hosted an Affordable Housing Summit in 2018 to
advance the housing conversation. Then, the Affordable Housing Task Force,
established the following year, drew from a wealth of local experts to create
a detailed analysis and set of strategies to move forward. The City has
started to implement recommendations since the report was accepted by the
City Commission. Some cannot be implemented due to legal limitations in the
state of Georgia, however, including the recommendations in the Strategic
Plan now makes them official City policy.
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Safe, stable housing is the foundation on which families and entire communities build their futures. And
it’s not just about shelter—expanding access to housing serves a range of goals, particularly equity and
diversity goals. Since Black families are over-represented among those forced out when costs of living
soar, the city is increasingly becoming an exclusive enclave of white wealth. Attainable housing in the
right places also makes biking and walking more convenient and helps reduce our carbon footprint by
living in more compact neighborhoods.

It’s all connected!
These icons show how each
goal or task meets the vision
and mission statements, and
connects with the other topics.
More details for each project start
on page 80.
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The following list provides more detailed
explanations for each task shown in the charts.

THE FOLLOWING ARE BASED ON
RECOMMENDATIONS FROM THE
AFFORDABLE HOUSING TASK FORCE
H.01-a Create an Affordable Housing Advisory
Board. This board should have the experience
and expertise to tackle one of the most pressing
and urgent issues facing the city.
H.01-b Hire permanent staff to advance
affordable housing goals. This person would
provide needed staff capacity for planning and
implementation, and could potentially be a
shared position between the City and Decatur
Housing Authority.
H.01-c Amend RS-17 zoning. Make townhouses
a conditional use and allow accessory dwelling
units for single-family homes.
H.01-d Revise the tax payment assistance
program. Increase the income eligibility limit
from $20,000 to 100% of area median income
(AMI).
H.01-e Create a rental assistance program.
This program would be set up under the Legacy
Project and provide assistance on upfront rental
costs to those who work in Decatur, want to live
in Decatur, and make 120% of AMI or less.
H.01-f Create an accessory dwelling
unit (ADU) finance program. This softloan program would leverage homeowner
commitments to create ADUs and keep them
affordable to households earning 80% of AMI or
less for the duration of the loan.

this crucial organization.
H.01-i Allow duplexes, triplexes, and
quadplexes in single-family zoning. Design,
height, and scale requirements will ensure
compatibility, but increased FAR should be
allowed.
H.01-j Provide developer incentives for all
affordable housing. These should include
reduced permit fees, priority review, and
reduced parking requirements.
H.01-k Actively encourage innovative housing
types, and remove barriers that prevent the
opportunities for construction. Encourage cohousing, co-living, and cottage courts.
H.01-l Adopt development impact fees. While
impact fees cannot directly support affordable
housing, they can be used to free up other City
resources.
H.01-m Pursue affordable housing funding
structures. Housing opportunity bonds and tax
allocation district (TAD) financing can help fund
affordable housing or help offset development
costs of projects that contain affordable housing
that meet or exceeds requirements.
H.01-n Dedicate general funds to affordable
housing. This funding could cover
administration, planning, and management of
affordable housing efforts.
H.01-o Explore additional sources of revenue.
A real estate transfer tax, for instance, could be
a dedicated source of revenue for affordable
housing.

H.01-g Develop innovative pipelines of
available land. Increase the supply of affordable
housing on property owned by the City
(including Legacy Park), County, MARTA, nonprofits, churches, parking lots, and more.

H.01-p Form strategic partnerships. The City
should form working relationships with the
Decatur Housing Authority, local non-profits,
and other entities to leverage their strengths,
relationships, funding access, and legal
authority.

H.01-h Help fund the Decatur Land Trust. The
City should build capacity and momentum in

H.01-q Finance the Affordable Housing Trust
Fund. Establish an ongoing source of funding
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and investment strategy for this entity, which
should be the primary container of affordable
housing dollars.

OTHER INITIATIVES

H.01-r Expand create effective community
engagement and education. Determine the
best messaging and approaches to address
myths and build allies for achieving affordable
housing goals.

H.02 Focus on permanent affordability. All
affordable housing preservation and creation
should have the goal of permanent affordability.

H.01-s Identify high-impact messaging.
Tell the story about making Decatur a diverse
and vibrant city. Elevate the issue, explain
disparities, and highlight solutions.
H.01-t Develop new affordable housing
units. Promote the development of at
least 60 units per year that are affordable to
households earning 30-60% of Area Median
Income and at least 100 units per year that are
affordable to households earning 60-120% of
Area Median Income.
H.01-u Preserve existing affordable housing
units. Preserve 933 existing affordable
housing units and 518 existing Decatur
Housing Authority units.

Decatur Land
Trust
Community Land Trusts are non-profit
organizations that hold land and sell or lease
homes on that land to ensure permanently
affordable housing while also allowing
homeowners to build wealth. The Decatur
Land Trust has been in existence for several
years but has not been fully funded or
staffed.
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Goals & Guidelines

H.03 Ensure that each neighborhood
provides its fair share of affordable housing.
Neighborhoods should be allowed to choose
affordable housing strategies that fit them best,
but each area of the City must do its part.
H.04 Create an Age-Friendly Community
Action Plan. Decatur is already designated as
an AARP Age-Friendly Community but needs to
write, adopt, and monitor implementation of an
Action Plan.
H.05 Implement the housing
recommendations of the Legacy Park Master
Plan.
H.06 Generate a comprehensive list of City
incentives and exemptions. Determine which
code or density requirements and permit fees
can be reduced or waived and establish an
eligibility threshold based on number and price
of affordable units.

Resident
owns or
leases

Land Trust
owns
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H.07 Adopt universal building design
guidelines. Allow new commercial buildings,
businesses, and homes to be visitable by those
with mobility impairments.
H.08 Create an affordable housing tracker.
Provide accountability by showing the number
of units preserved and developed each year
toward the goals of the Affordable Housing Task
Force Report.
Housing & Transportation
H.09 Update affordable housing metrics to
include transportation costs. Targets based
on AMI should also incorporate transportation
costs to incentivize developments with less
parking and near transit or in major centers.
Metrics should apply to all affordable housing
efforts.
H.10 Master plan proposed transit station
areas. Work with MARTA and DeKalb County to
develop master plans around Clifton Corridor
light rail stations adjacent to the city limits.
Plans should address density, parking, affordable
housing, and annexation potential.
H.11 Establish minimum density thresholds
near MARTA stations. Overlay zoning districts
with minimum units per acre would prohibit
low density development while also limiting
scale appropriately.
H.12 Require some parking-free housing.
Limit parking in affordable housing
developments to no more than one parking
space per housing unit.
New Initiatives

H.14 Explore a short-term rental fee. Regulate
short-term rentals and assess appropriate taxes,
such as hotel/motel taxes, which could provide
a dedicated funding source for Affordable
Housing Trust Fund.
H.15 Support the creation of a shelter for
the homeless. Work with a local church or
other partner to set up a small shelter that also
provides services related to employment, longterm housing, and health.
H.16 Encourage a variety of unit sizes.
A percentage of new units in multifamily
developments should be required to be micro
units to ensure relative affordability, as well
as 3+ bedroom units to accommodate larger
households.
H.17 Expand where boardinghouses and
roominghouses are allowed. The Unified
Development Ordinance should be amended
to allow these once-popular housing types as
limited uses in additional zoning districts.

FUTURE LAND USE
The City of Decatur’s existing and future land
use maps are the same (see right), named
the Comprehensive Land Use Map. Decatur
has a fine-grained existing land use pattern
characterized by commercial, mixed-use, or
institutional nodes of activity surrounded by
lower density, primarily residential uses. This
plan recommends no changes to the land use
map; however, some zoning modifications
as recommended in other city plans may be
needed to align the zoning and land use.

H.13 Start an employer assisted housing
program. Create a pilot program to help
subsidize City employees’ housing costs, then
partner with other major local employers.
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The Comprehensive Land Use Map
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Goals & Tasks
Mobility
Safer and more affordable ways
for getting around—
for more people, more of the time.
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Making biking, walking, and transit more convenient has bonus value. Eliminating just one household
car can free up $700 or more a month (AAA estimate) to buy or rent a home—a boost for equity, since
Black families are more likely to be caught in the housing crunch. Fewer cars means lower greenhouse
gas emissions and opportunities to transition pavement and parking to other uses, including trees
or stormwater management. Add in the health benefits, too, not only for individuals, but also for a
community that feels more neighborly experienced on foot or bikes instead of through a car window.

It’s all connected!
These icons show how each
goal or task meets the vision
and mission statements, and
connects with the other topics.
More details for each project start
on page 88.
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The following list provides more detailed
explanations for each task shown in the charts.

THE BIG PICTURE
M.01 Implement the 2018 Community
Transportation Plan (CTP), including:
»

Priority corridor improvements, working
with the Georgia Dept. of Transportation on
improvements to state routes

»

Intersection improvements

»

Traffic calming improvements

M.02 Plan for the “10-minute neighborhood.”
Make sure that people of all abilities can safely
get to a local activity center within 10 minutes
without a car (see below).
M.03 Become a gold-level Bicycle Friendly
Community, based on the American League of
Bicyclists scorecard.
M.04 Become a gold-level Walk Friendly
Community, based on the assessment tool
from Walk Friendly Communities.
M.05 Promote connectivity. Support
opportunities to better connect the street grid
and trail systems.
M.06 Explore the redesign of some streets.
Designate streets—especially downtown—
for periodic conversion to event spaces or
pedestrian-only streets.

M.07 Expand intelligent transportation
systems (ITS). Install smart traffic signals and
crosswalk signals. Improve signal timing and the
ability to adjust them remotely.
M.08 Prepare for the impact of new
technologies. Evaluate how future
transportation technologies will impact the
priorities of this plan and adjust policies
appropriately.
M.09 Plan for a resilient transportation
network. Consider alternate routes,
transportation modes, and redundancy to better
prepare for the increasing impact of storms and
other emergencies.
M.10 Perform a curb management study.
Examine loading, rideshare drop-off/pickup, bus
stops, and parking in activity centers to ensure
efficient use of curb space.
M.11 Consider the environmental impact of
transportation investments. Evaluate how
public improvements will affect travel behavior
and associated carbon footprints, stormwater
impact, habitat, and other environmental factors.
M.12 Promote the use of neighborhood
electric vehicles. The low energy usage of
these small vehicles could help replace some
car trips and reduce carbon footprint.

What is a 10-minute neighborhood?
A 10-minute neighborhood provides most daily needs within a short walk or bike ride. These
include a mix of housing types and prices, groceries, restaurants, shops and services, public
transportation, parks and playgrounds, libraries, and schools.
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2018 CTP and 2016 PATH Plan Recommendations
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CULTURE
M.13 Expand access to safety training for
drivers and cyclists. Promote safe cycling
classes offered by the Atlanta Bicycle Coalition
to encourage bicycling.
M.14 Expand the existing Transportation
Management Association (TMA) servicing
Decatur or explore creating a stand-alone
Decatur TMA. The TMA should manage a
Transportation Demand Management (TDM)
program, incentives, and transit passes. It
should also develop a transportation trade-offs
education program to highlight safety, cost,
environmental impact, and equity.
M.15 Embrace “deep walkability.” Promote
walking by stressing the interrelatedness
of transportation infrastructure costs, the
advantages of density, quality public spaces,
public health, greenhouse gas reduction, and a
diversity of small businesses.
M.16 Install more wayfinding signs focused
on walking and biking. Signs should highlight
both the walking and biking times to major
destinations and include facts about safety,
health, and cost savings.

M.17 Encourage commuting by foot and on
bike. In 2018, only 10% of Decatur residents’
commutes occurred via walking or biking.
Continue the awareness campaign about
walking distance and calories burned.
M.18 Establish metrics to evaluate the
success of implementation of alternative
transportation goals. Establish specific
timelines for increasing the percentage of
trips made in Decatur without a car. Evaluate
the impact of transportation investments on
achieving this goal.

WALKING & BIKING
M.19 Expand pedestrian amenities. Provide
amenities such as benches, street trees and
shade structures, public restrooms, and drinking
fountains to make walking more appealing.
M.20 Continue the citywide sidewalk
assessment. Make sure all sidewalks are in
good repair and meet the requirements of the
Americans with Disabilities Act.
M.21 Improve crosswalks. Use public art, better
signaling systems, and other means to ensure
safe and easy street crossings.

Transit Oriented Development Guidelines
MARTA’s Transit Oriented Development (TOD) guidelines are intended to ensure appropriate
development and public spaces in the areas around transit stations. Following these guidelines
will help create deep walkability and reach climate, equity, and affordable housing goals.
Decatur Station (Town Center Classification)
Should continue to include a balanced mix of
residential, office, retail, restaurant, and civic
uses in mid-rise buildings. The station should
be the center of a pedestrian network. Parking
should be limited and hidden.

East Lake and Avondale Stations
(Neighborhood Classification)
Should include multi-family residential buildings
with a neighborhood-scale mix of uses. A
pedestrian network should lead to the station.
Development should transition to lower-density
surroundings.
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What is a
Transportation
Management
Association
(TMA)?
TMAs are non-profit organizations
focused on helping employees and
residents find alternate commutes. They
educate on and advertise options for
walking, biking, and public transit, and
help connect people to carpools. The
Clifton Corridor TMA already provides
service to Downtown Decatur from the
Emory University area.
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M.22 Continue to implement the Safe Routes
to School program. Partner with the City
Schools of Decatur to support the program at
each school location.
M.23 Encourage more bike parking. Update
the City’s Bicycle Parking Guidelines to include
numerical requirements, design standards, and
long vs. short-term parking. Incorporate bicycle
parking requirements into the UDO and create
standards for City facilities.
M.24 Continue implementation of the
Decatur PATH Plan. Increase efforts to create
an interconnected network of paved trails to link
neighborhoods with Decatur destinations and
the region.

TRANSIT
Work with MARTA to:
M.25 Increase transit service. Increase bus and
train frequency and restore train speeds.
M.26 Provide circulator bus service. Create
new routes to better connect neighborhoods to
activity centers, including MARTA stations.
M.27 Improve MARTA stations. Enhance
station aesthetics, access, and amenities,
including retail options.

PARKING
M.28 Manage the supply of parking for
efficiency and cost-effectiveness. Encourage
the best use of on-street parking spaces, parking
lots, and parking decks in activity centers
by using smart meters, smart phone apps,
advertising, and electronic signage. Determine
where new on-street parking meters could
address parking demand.
M.29 Update regulations to prevent the
construction of space exclusively for parking.
Eliminate minimum parking requirements
citywide and establish below-market-rate
maximums, district caps, and a prohibition on
new parking lots near MARTA stations. Update
regulations to incentivize unbundled, shared,
public, on-street, and district parking.
M.30 Emphasize long-term parking
sustainability. Require new parking decks to be
designed to convert to other uses in the future
or to be easily removable. Require new parking
spaces to document their lifecycle carbon
impact in the building permit application.
M.31 Conduct a parking utilization study for
all activity centers. This should be updated
every five years, including an updated inventory
of spaces. Data should help make better use of
existing parking and avoid building new parking
near existing underutilized spaces.

Circulator Shuttle Routes
The 2018 Community Transportation Plan recommended two circulator shuttle routes as shown on
the map to the right, called the North Loop and South Loop. The City has conducted preliminary
feasibility studies for these routes since the plan’s adoption and has determined that they could be
cost prohibitive. During this planning process, the community expressed continued support for a
shuttle system. At this time, it is recommended that the City partner with MARTA to accommodate
the routes or to evaluate their current bus service for modifications that could better serve Decatur
residents.
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2018 CTP Recommendations for Shuttle
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Goals & Tasks
Economic Growth
What’s good for quality of life for all
is good for business
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How can we leverage Decatur’s unique identity and amenities to grow not just jobs, but social and
economic opportunity for all? Every step toward broadening opportunity serves other goals, as well—our
ambitions for expanding affordability, equity, and diversity in particular. It starts with understanding what’s
already working, what we can do to help existing businesses grow, and how to improve the support
system for new launches. And in a post-pandemic era in which businesses are thinking more about
employees’ quality of life, Decatur has a compelling story to tell to firms considering relocation.

It’s all connected!
These icons show how each
goal or task meets the vision
and mission statements, and
connects with the other topics.
More details for each project start
on page 98.
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What is human-centered design?
Buildings and outdoor spaces should take into account the unique
needs of the people that use them. This means making sure they
are based on a realistic understanding of the diversity of potential
users, and their habits, desires, and behaviors.
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The following list provides more detailed
explanations for each task shown in the charts.

BUILDING ON WHAT’S WORKING
ED.01 Consider annexations strategically.
Future land annexations should be
contemplated with regard to their impact on
diversity, affordable housing, the tax base,
schools and City services, and Decatur’s vision
and mission.
ED.02 Expand lodging options. Attract
a boutique hotel and a bed & breakfast.
Encourage the appropriate use of accessory
short-term rentals.
ED.03 Foster a robust ecosystem of informal
networking spaces. Places beyond home and
work attract the creative class and allow for
an exchange of ideas that builds social and
economic capital.
ED.04 Enhance high speed internet access.
Encourage the expansion of the fiber optic
network to increase upload speeds and
competition among providers. Expand the
free wifi service area to increase citizen and
visitor access and accommodate smart city
technology.

ED.07 Create a business incubator program.
Create an incubator program to grow the next
generation of local businesses.
ED.08 Create a Decatur rewards program.
This program could include joint marketing,
branded gift cards for participating businesses,
City employee discounts, and rewards points to
encourage keeping it in Decatur.

ALIGNING POLICIES
ED.09 Diversify the tax base. Reduce the tax
burden on homeowners by encouraging the
redevelopment of commercially-zoned land and
attracting visitors to increase sales and hotel tax
revenues.
ED.10 Build incrementally but look toward
the future. Small yet intentional steps can build
significant momentum over time, but should
prepare for unexpected opportunities or market
jolts.
ED.11 Continue to tie budgeting to the
Strategic Plan. Budget items should be
evaluated based on how well they implement
the recommendations of this plan. Each item
should be indexed to these recommendations.

GROWING LOCAL BUSINESSES

PLACEMAKING

ED.05 Encourage and support the growth of
existing businesses. Support business retention
through marketing and promotions for existing
businesses to thrive and expand their offerings.
Explore the creation of a facade improvement
program.

ED.12 Replicate successful public spaces.
Learn from the best of what’s already working in
public and semi-public spaces and apply these
lessons to new gathering spaces.

ED.06 Encourage new mixed-use
developments to incorporate mini retail
spaces. New businesses can thrive on their own
if provided affordable opportunities such as tiny
retail spaces, food carts, or a bazaar.
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ED.13 Update the sign ordinance. Flexible
regulations for electronic signs, historic
storefronts, and more should be considered in
the context of legal limitations.
ED.14 Adopt healthy building design
guidelines. This advisory document should
help architects and developers create buildings
that encourage physical activity and use natural
light and ventilation.
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ED.15 Fill in the gaps. Maximize the
community benefit of vacant properties, parking
lots, empty buildings, and underutilized groundfloor space. Opportunities include retail, living
space, food production, and gathering spaces.
ED.16 Create human-centered design
parameters. Ensure that new development and
public spaces or facilities are designed to be
welcoming, interesting, and enduring, while also
creating beauty and positive spaces for mental
and physical health. Use design principles and
best practices beyond the requirements of
current codes.

ED.21 Focus marketing on conferences and
conference attendees. More small conferences
in Decatur, and better marketing to large Atlanta
conference attendees, can build on Decatur’s
strengths as an authentic retail and restaurant
destination and increase spending at local
businesses.
ED.22 Market to event attendees. Encourage
the full range of community event attendees to
become Decatur “return customers.”

ED.17 Prepare a new Downtown Master Plan.
This plan should recommend a comprehensive
vision that includes public space improvements,
new green space, economic growth strategies,
shared street designations, and more.

RECRUITING FOR SHARED VALUES
ED.18 Market and enhance Decatur’s
authentic brand. Our unique culture and
offerings should be the centerpiece of efforts
to recruit visitors and businesses that will grow
and diversify what is best about our city.
ED.19 Recruit employers that fit Decatur’s
personality. Focus on high-paying jobs, large
employers, and companies that will patronize
MARTA and local restaurants and businesses.
Potential job sectors include health, IT,
professional or government offices, and the film
industry.
ED.20 Look for opportunities for national
retailers. A general merchandise store in an
urban format and appropriate context could
attract shoppers that would also spend at local
businesses.
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Decatur’s Unique
Economic Vibe
Our economy has thrived, not on
Fortune 500 companies, but because
of our unique quality of life—great
neighborhoods, quality schools, and
vibrant downtown. As we think about
growing Decatur’s economy and making
it more inclusive, we’ll want to build on
what’s unique—and what’s best—about
our city.

4
On-going projects
mean that the City will
continue to implement,
monitor, and make
progress through the
next ten years.
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The Action Plan
provides timelines for
“one-time” projects that
have a start and end
date.

The Scorecards will
help the City evaluate
private and public
investment projects for
the impacts on equity
and climate change.
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CHAPTER 4
How We Get it Done

Decatur City Employees
Partnerships
Community Work Program
On-going Projects
Action Plan
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City of Decatur Employees
Many Hands Make Light Work
The successes of Decatur’s two previous
decades—and two previous strategic plans—
have rested largely on the shoulders of the City
staff whose daily job it is to implement the plan.
Their big picture efforts have integrated the
Strategic Plan into the budget and culture of
the City of Decatur and made implementation
second nature, at the level of individual
city departments as much as for the City
Commission and city management.
This current Strategic Plan, with its ambitious
goals and focus on the interrelatedness of
challenges and solutions, will require even
greater effort and coordination on the part of
city employees. This plan also asks them to take
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the lead in modeling the diversity, sustainability,
and transparency that are envisioned for city
government, and the Decatur community as a
whole.
Other planning efforts should also be
shepherded by city staff in a way that ensures
that they appropriately refine and implement the
broader vision of this Strategic Plan.
After the 2010 Strategic Plan was adopted, city
staff added an additional section to the plan to
specifically call out their roles in implementing
the plan, the quality of service they provide, and
how to foster a better work environment. This
updated Strategic Plan incorporates these goals
and more.
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Partnerships
Success through Collaboration
IMPLEMENTING THIS PLAN WILL REQUIRE JOINT EFFORTS THAT GO
BEYOND CITY GOVERNMENT.
The success of this plan cannot rest on the City of Decatur alone, even with the support of its
boards and commissions. The City should explore supportive partnerships with local experts and
organizations to bring the vision to fruition. This approach will continue to make the best use
of limited government resources and yield better results through cooperation with the following
groups.

LOCAL GOVERNMENT
City Schools of Decatur,
the Decatur Police
Department, the
Downtown Development
Authority, and other
Decatur government
organizations.

OTHER
GOVERNMENTS
Federal, state, and
county partners, as well
as the Atlanta Regional
Commission, MARTA, and
other public agencies.
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THIRD PARTY
ENTITIES
Religious, environmental,
activist, and other nonprofit organizations and
citizens groups, as well as
developers and for-profit
entities.
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20
Community Work
Program
On-going Projects
On-going projects are those that the City will
be continually implementing over the next
10 years or in perpetuity. Some examples
include implementing existing plans with
10 to 20 year project timelines, like the
Community Transportation Plan, TOD plans
for MARTA stations, the PATH Connectivity
Plan, or enduring policies for City operations,
considering impacts on vulnerable populations,
communication protocols, and the creation of
affordable housing units. Approximately half of
all goals and tasks fall into this category. They
are listed in the following tables by topic (Equity,
Climate Action, Civic Trust, Housing, Mobility,
Economic Growth) and color-coded like in the
recommendations chapter.
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Destination 2030 On-Going Projects
#

Project Name

Responsible
Parties

Notes

030
EQUITY
Tools

EQ.02
EQ.03

Utilize an Equity Tool
Follow the Welcoming Standard

CoD, BTAB
CoD, BTAB

EQ.23

Policies
Offer affordable housing to displaced
CoD, Decatur Land
Decatur restaurants
Trust
Focus on place- and people-based
CoD
economics.
Diversify events and festivals.
CoD
Proactively hire diverse staff.
CoD
Strengthen minority participation
CoD, BTAB
requirements for City contracts.
Provide housing options that restore
CoD, Land Trust,
Decatur’s diversity.
DHA, third party
Retain and recruit a diversity of
CoD, DDA, DBA
businesses.
CoD, ESB, third
Consider impacts on vulnerable groups.
party, educational
institutions
Communication & Outreach
Work to make sure all voices are heard.
CoD, third party
Promote continuing community
CoD, third party
conversations
Communicate existing initiatives and
CoD, DPD
successes.
Actions
CoD, MARTA, third
Implement existing TOD plans
party
Make public spaces more welcoming.
CoD

EQ.29

Draw on local and national resources.

EQ.05

EQ.06

EQ.07
EQ.08
EQ.10
EQ.11
EQ.11

EQ.13

EQ.14
EQ.17

EQ.18

EQ.20

CLIMATE ACTION
Energy
CA.02
CA.03

Expand local renewable energy
production.
Prepare for emerging technologies.
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CoD, ESB, third
party
CoD, ESB, third
party
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Destination 2030 On-Going Projects
#

Project Name

Responsible
Parties

Notes

CLIMATE ACTION
CA.04
CA.06

CA.09
CA.10

CA.13
CA.14
CA.17

CA.19
CA.21
CA.22

CA.23
CA.24

CA.28
CA.29
CA.30

CA.32
CA.34
CA.36

Energy
Identify creative clean energy funding.
CoD, third party
Convert all City lighting to LED.
CoD
Policies
Evaluate the carbon impact of City
CoD, ESB
decisions.
CoD, ESB, third
Incorporate green infrastructure into all
party, educational
City projects.
institutions
Education & Culture Change
Educate the community on true
CoD, ESB, third
sustainability.
party
Continue education about water quality.
CoD, ESB, third
Empower youth activists.
party
Resource Recovery
Recover discarded resources
CoD, DeKalb, third
appropriately.
party
Reduce construction waste.
CoD, third party
CoD, ESB, third
Reduce single-use materials.
party, educational
institutions
Food
CoD, ESB, third
Expand sustainable and edible landscapes.
party organizations
CoD, third party,
Continue to support farmers’ markets.
MARTA
Green Buildings
Encourage the reuse of historic buildings. CoD, third party
Promote local building traditions.
CoD, third party
Continue to push the envelope on City
CoD
facilities.
Green Infrastructure
Implement the Stormwater Master Plan.
CoD, third party
Acquire additional greenspace.
CoD, third party
Encourage usable green space in new
CoD, third party
developments.
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Destination 2030 On-Going Projects
#

Responsible
Parties

Project Name

Notes

CLIMATE ACTION
CA.37
CA.38

Green Infrastructure
Remove all creeks from the list of
CoD, DeKalb, third
impaired waters.
party
Promote green stormwater infrastructure
CoD
first.

CIVIC TRUST

C.01

Building Trust
Clearly assert the City’s responsibility to its
CoD
citizens.

C.02

Continue to empower Decatur’s citizens.

CoD

C.03

Inspire civic responsibility.

CoD

C.04

Improve understanding of the planning
process.

CoD

C.07

Draw on the expertise of advisory boards.

C.08

C.13
C.14
C.15
C.16

C.20
C.24
C.25
C.26
C.27

CoD, all advisory
boards
CoD, educational
Continue to involve youth in decision
institutions, third
making.
party
Fostering Transparency
Broaden the means of engagement.
CoD, third party
Leverage existing citizen networks.
CoD, third party
CoD, educational
Continue the tradition of educational
institutions, third
lectures.
party
Convene a forum for non-profits and
CoD, third party
institutional organizations.
Specific Tools
Update the Welcome to Decatur packet.
CoD
Other Strategies
Reaffirm the commitment to financial
CoD
accountability.
Support an innovative and creative work
CoD
environment.
Recruit the best employees possible.
CoD
Retain the best employees.
CoD
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Destination 2030 On-Going Projects
#

Project Name

HOUSING
H.01-g
H.01-h
H.01-k
H.01-m
H.01-n
H.01-o
H.01-p
H.01-q
H.01-t
H.01-u

H.02
H.03
H.16

M.01
M.05
M.07
M.08
M.11

Responsible
Parties

Notes

Implement the Affordable Housing Task Force report
Develop innovative pipelines of available
CoD, Land Trust
land
Help fund the Decatur Land Trust.
CoD, Land Trust
Actively encourage innovative housing
types, and remove barriers that prevent
CoD, Land Trust
the opportunities for construction.
Pursue affordable housing funding
CoD, Land Trust,
structures.
DHA
Dedicate general funds to affordable
CoD, Land Trust,
housing.
DHA
CoD, Land Trust,
Explore additional sources of revenue
DHA
CoD, Land Trust,
Form strategic partnerships.
DHA, third party
Finance the Affordable Housing Trust
CoD, Land Trust
Fund.
CoD, Land Trust,
Develop new affordable housing units.
DHA, third party
CoD, Land Trust,
Preserve existing affordable housing units.
DHA, third party
Goals & Guidelines
CoD, Land Trust,
Focus on permanent affordability.
DHA
Ensure that each neighborhood provides CoD, Land Trust,
its fair share of affordable housing.
DHA
Encourage a variety of unit sizes.
CoD

MOBILITY

The Big Picture
Implement the 2018 Community
CoD, GDOT, DeKalb
Transportation Plan (CTP),
CoD, GDOT, DeKalb,
Promote connectivity.
third party
Expand intelligent transportation systems
CoD, DeKalb, GDOT
(ITS).
Prepare for the impact of new
CoD
technologies
Consider the environmental impact of
CoD, GDOT, DeKalb,
transportation investments.
MARTA, third party
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Destination 2030 On-Going Projects
#
M.12

M.15
M.17

M.19
M.20
M.21
M.22
M.24

M.25

Project Name

Responsible
Parties

Notes

Promote the use of neighborhood electric
CoD, third party
vehicles
Culture
Embrace “deep walkability.”
CoD
Encourage commuting by foot and on
CoD
bike.
Walking & Biking
Expand pedestrian amenities.
CoD
Continue the citywide sidewalk
CoD
assessment
Improve crosswalks.
CoD, DeKalb
Continue to implement the Safe Routes to
CoD, GDOT, CSD
School program.
Continue implementation of the Decatur
CoD, PATH
PATH Plan.
Transit
CoD, MARTA,
Increase transit service.
DeKalb

ECONOMIC GROWTH

ED.01
ED.02
ED.03

ED.05
ED.06

ED.09
ED.10
ED.11

ED.12
ED.15

Building on What’s Working
Consider annexations strategically.
CoD, CSD, DeKCo
Encourage more lodging options.
CoD, DDA
Foster a robust ecosystem of informal
CoD, DDA, DBA
networking spaces.
Growing Local Businesses
Encourage and support the growth of
CoD, DDA, DBA
existing businesses.
Encourage new mixed-use developments CoD, DDA, DBA,
to incorporate mini retail spaces.
third party
Aligning Policies
Diversify the tax base.
CoD, DDA
Build incrementally but look toward the
CoD, DDA, DBA
future.
Continue to tie budgeting to the Strategic
CoD
Plan.
Placemaking
Replicate successful public spaces.
CoD
CoD, DDA, DBA,
Fill in the gaps.
third party
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Destination 2030 On-Going Projects
#
ED.17

Project Name
Encourage human-centered design in
new development.

Responsible
Parties

Notes

CoD

ECONOMIC GROWTH

ED.18
ED.19
ED.20
ED.21
ED.22

Recruiting for Shared Values
Market and enhance Decatur’s authentic
CoD, DDA, DBA
brand
Recruit employers that fit Decatur’s
CoD, DDA, DBA
personality.
Look for opportunities for national
CoD, DDA, DBA
retailers.
Focus marketing on conferences and
CoD, DDA, DBA
conference attendees.
Market to event attendees.
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CoD, DDA, DBA
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Community Work Program
Action Plan
Projects in the Action Plan are those that have
a target date for completion. Some examples
include updating codes to allow different types
of affordable housing, updating or writing new
plans, setting metrics or standards to measure
the impact of projects, or creating tools, like
dashboards, for greater transparency about
plan progress. Approximately half of all goals
and tasks are in the Action Plan, with years

indicating the anticipated target year for project
completion. They are listed in the following
tables by topic (Equity, Climate Action, Civic
Trust, Housing, Mobility, Economic Growth) and
color-coded like in the goals and tasks chapter.

Opening Night of the 2020 Strategic Plan
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Destination 2030 Action Plan
#

Responsible
Parties

Project Name

Year

Notes

EQUITY
Tools
EQ.01

EQ.04
EQ.09

EQ.16
EQ.19

EQ.21
EQ.22
EQ.24
EQ.25
EQ.26
EQ.27
EQ.28

Update the Decatur Police
Department's Strategic Plan

CoD

Policies
Establish a Reparations Task Force
CoD, BTAB
Develop City and department-level
CoD, Decatur
Racial Equity Action Plans
Land Trust
Communication & Outreach
Install community information kiosks. CoD, third party
Achieve recognition as a Child Friendly
CoD
City.
Actions
Update the Better Together
CoD, BTAB
Community Action Plan.
Provide permanently affordable retail
CoD, DDA, DBA,
space.
Land Trust
Acknowledge and document Decatur’s
CoD, third party
entire history .
Establish a childcare voucher pilot
CoD
program
Establish an Equity Director position.
CoD
Establish an Employee Relations
CoD
Coordinator position.
CoD, educational
Partner to create a diversity, equity,
institutions, third
and inclusion certificate program.
party

2022

2022

2025
2026

2023
2028
2023
2024
2022
2024
2025

CLIMATE ACTION

CA.01
CA.05

CA.07
CA.08
CA.11

Energy
CoD, ESB, third
Establish greenhouse gas reduction
party, educational
and clean energy targets.
institutions
Update regulations to require
CoD
alternative fuels infrastructure
Policies
Create a Climate Action Plan
CoD, ESB
Update the City’s internal sustainability
CoD, ESB
policies
Join the Climate Disclosure Project.
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CoD

2022
2023

2023
2022
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Destination 2030 Action Plan
#
CA.12

Responsible
Parties

Project Name
Commit to the Global Covenant of
Mayors for Climate and Energy

CoD

Year

Notes

2022

CLIMATE ACTION

CA.15
CA.16
CA.18

CA.20

CA.25
CA.26
CA.27

CA.31

CA.33
CA.35

Education & Culture Change
Establish a green business
CoD, ESB, DBA,
certification.
third party
Establish a sustainable neighborhood CoD, ESB, third
certification.
party
Create a climate action resource
CoD
dashboard.
Resource Recovery
Create a pilot compost collection
CoD, third party
program.
Resilience
CoD, third party,
Conduct an urban heat island
educational
assessment.
institutions
Increase the tree canopy goal.
CoD
Prepare for sustained power outages.
CoD, DeKalb
Green Buildings
Amend the High-Performance
Building requirements of the Unified
CoD
Development Ordinance to require
carbon footprint documentation.
Green Infrastructure
Update the Community Forestry
CoD
Management Plan.
Prepare a Facilities and Greenspace
CoD
Master Plan.

2023
2025
2023

2022

2022
2022
2027

2024

2027
2022

CIVIC TRUST

C.05
C.06
C.10
C.11

Building Trust
Become a Plan First Community.
CoD, DCA
CoD, educational
Create a civic-savvy certification.
institutions
Develop a formalized Public
CoD
Information process.
Reposition communications channels. CoD
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2023
2028
2022
2023
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Destination 2030 Action Plan
#

Project Name

Responsible
Parties

Year

Notes

CIVIC TRUST
C.12

C.17
C.18
C.19
C.21

C.22
C.23
C.28

Building Trust
Develop city staff communication
CoD
protocols.
Specific Tools
Create a one-stop app.
CoD
Develop an online permit portal.
CoD
Launch a plan implementation
CoD
dashboard.
Update the City's Emergency
CoD, DeKalb, third
Response Plan.
party
Other Strategies
Update the Cultural Arts Master Plan.
CoD, Arts Alliance
Consider creating a neighborhood
CoD
mini-grant program.
Align procurement policies with this
CoD
plan.

2021

2026
2025
2022

2023

AFFORDABLE HOUSING

H.01-a
H.01-b
H.01-c
H.01-d
H.01-e
H.01-f
H.01-i
H.01-j
H.01-l
H.01-r
H.01-s

Implement the Affordable Housing Task Force report
Create an Affordable Housing Advisory
CoD
2024
Board.
Hire permanent staff to advance
CoD, DHA
2022
affordable housing goals
Amend RS-17 zoning.
CoD
2021
Revise the tax payment assistance
CoD
2022
program.
Create a rental assistance program.
CoD
2022
Create an accessory dwelling unit
CoD
2024
(ADU) finance program.
Allow duplexes, triplexes, and
CoD
2022
quadplexes in single-family zoning.
Provide developer incentives for all
CoD
2023
affordable housing.
Adopt development impact fees.
CoD
2021
Expand and create effective
CoD, Land Trust,
community engagement and
2022
DHA
education
CoD, Land Trust,
Identify high-impact messaging
2022
DHA
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Destination 2030 Action Plan
#

Responsible
Parties

Project Name

Year

Notes

AFFORDABLE HOUSING
H.04

H.05
H.06
H.07
H.08

H.09
H.10
H.11
H.12

H.13
H.14
H.15
H.17

Goals & Guidelines
CoD, Lifelong
Create an Age-Friendly Community
Communities
Action Plan.
Board
Implement the housing
recommendations of the Legacy Park CoD, Land Trust
Master Plan.
Generate a comprehensive list of City
CoD
incentives and exemptions.
Adopt universal building design
CoD
guidelines.
CoD, Land Trust,
Create an affordable housing tracker.
DHA
Housing & Transportation
Update affordable housing metrics to
CoD
include transportation costs.
Master plan proposed transit station
CoD, MARTA,
areas
DeKalb
Establish minimum density thresholds
CoD, MARTA
near MARTA stations.
Require some parking-free housing.
CoD
New Initiatives
Start an employer assisted housing
CoD, Land Trust
program.
Explore short-term rental fees.
CoD
Support the creation of a shelter for
CoD, third party
the homeless.
Expand where boardinghouses and
CoD
roominghouses are allowed.

2022

2027
2025
2023
2023

2024
2026
2024
2024

2023
2023
2026
2026

MOBILITY

M.02
M.03

The Big Picture
Plan for the 10-minute neighborhood CoD
Become a gold-level Bicycle Friendly
CoD
Community
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2024
2026
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Destination 2030 Action Plan
#

Responsible
Parties

Project Name

Year

Notes

MOBILITY
M.04
M.06
M.09
M.10

M.13

M.14

M.16
M.18

M.23

M.26
M.27

M.28
M.29
M.30
M.31

The Big Picture
Become a gold-level Walk Friendly
CoD
Community
Explore the redesign of some streets.
Plan for a resilient transportation
network.
Perform a curb management study

CoD

CoD, GDOT,
DeKalb
CoD
Culture

Expand access to safety training for
CoD, third party
drivers and cyclists.
Expand the existing TMA servicing
Decatur or Explore creating a
CoD, MARTA, ARC
stand-alone Decatur Transportation
Management Association (TMA).
Install more wayfinding signs focused
CoD
on walking and biking.
Establish metrics to evaluate the
success of implementation of
CoD
alternative transportation goals.
Walking & Biking
Encourage more bike parking.
CoD
Transit (work with MARTA to:)
CoD, MARTA,
Provide circulator bus service.
DeKalb
CoD, MARTA,
Improve MARTA stations.
DeKalb
Parking
Manage the supply of parking for
CoD
efficiency and cost-effectiveness.
Update regulations to prevent the
construction of space exclusively for
CoD
automobile parking.
Emphasize long-term parking
CoD
sustainability.
Conduct a parking utilization study for
CoD
all activity centers.
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2026
2022
2024
2022

Begin as part of
Downtown Master
Plan (ED-18)
Begin as part of
Downtown Master
Plan (ED-18)

2025

2025

2024

2023

2026
2025

2023
2023
Concurrent projects
2023
2023
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Destination 2030 Action Plan
#

Project Name

Responsible
Parties

Year

Notes

ECONOMIC GROWTH

Building on What’s Working
ED.04

Enhance high speed internet access.

CoD, third party

2026

Growing Local Businesses
ED.07

Create a business incubator program.

CoD, DDA, DBA

2022

ED.08

Create a Decatur rewards program.
CoD, DDA, DBA
Placemaking

2023

ED.13

Update the sign ordinance.

CoD, DDA, DBA

2026

ED.14

Adopt healthy building design
guidelines.

CoD

2025

ED.17

Prepare a new Downtown Master Plan. CoD, DDA, DBA

2022

Local businesses contribute to Decatur’s “brand.”
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